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ABSTRACT
Afshariyeh governments and Zand period the reign of ups and downs during the Anglo-
Iranian relations. During the reign of Nadir Shah Afshar of Persia, the English East
Indian Company from the Moscow company in connection with the company's Moscow
in northern Iran and the British East India Company's more than a way to communicate
with the Persian Gulf, Nader Shah Afshar in touch with English and goals that inspired
the policy of this state. Among the objectives of the government in its relations with
other countries is Afshariyeh trade in this connection the son Reza Qoli especially in the
silk trade with the outside world is more. Karim Khan Zand dynasty founder karim
khan zand fashioned patriotic personality Homeland fashioned mindful of the interests
of foreigners, specifically British reduce line cut scores goals, but he was
confronted about it Karim Khan. One of the main obstacles in the beginning of his
government was involved with the issue Mir mahna bandre rgi rebellion. Karim Khan,
who was interested in bilateral trade with the British, the British in the destruction of
Mir-Mahna offer to help him.

INTRODUCTION

In the era of Nader Shah Afshar's UK business has several variations Their main activities are accepted
through representatives that sell goods in the north of considerable interest in their income, English trade in the
southern regions than in northern areas were not successful After the death of Nadir Shah due to internal turmoil
and its impact on business English and other foreign countries expanded. English course in the country faced
with problems such as the abuses Nasrollah khan Larry LARESTAN governing the scope of his powers seemed
to Bandar Abbas To the English East India Company officials and business center in Bandar Abbas, heads of
companies in the years (1174 to 1175 AH.) In Basra, moved its headquarters from Bandar Abbas in Iran
relations Kingdom of Karim Khan Zand and his successors had many ups and downs. Karim Khan Although
Iran is seeking to cut dependence on foreign, especially British, but because they were dealing with their
problems. In this study, we believe, based on documents of historical strong ties between the two parties
seriously and documentary research and study [1].

Afshariyeh period:

During the reign of Nader Shah Afshar of Persia, the British East India Company from the Moscow
company in connection with the company's Moscow in northern Iran and the British East India Company's more
than a way to communicate with the Persian Gulf, Nader Shah Afshar in touch with English and goals that
inspired the policies of this government. Among the objectives of the government in its relations with other
countries is Afshariyeh trade in this connection the son Reza Qoli especially in the silk trade with the outside
world is more. Afshariyeh Iranian government to create a boom in foreign trade, trade monopolies to
businessmen and foreign trade companies had delegated to the English, English to encourage them to do
business with Iran, Reza Qoli allowing them to trade throughout the country, providing security and protection
of their promised state, in other words Afshariyeh in their relationship with the English trade to earn more than
this is followed. south powerful than the unhappy fugitives also be suppressed because Muhammad Khan
Baloch who had taken refuge in the islands of the Persian Gulf, is. Need to buy rare to establish a naval ship, so
he tried to force the sale of warships to Iran's English, a rare goal is to defeat the enemy in the Persian Gulf and
to revive the business [2, 3], East India Company in Bandar Abbas had limited activity due to civil unrest in Iran
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had given the Basra port and in the year (1738 AD) (1151 AD) with warships operating a commercial representative established in the port. English to facilitate trade with Iran could command or figures of Nadir Shah, the Persian ruler Rezagholi Mirza and their rulers like Mirza Taghi Khan. The command of the English are important advantages for the Which sought to make it their business to be more of the facilities, These privileges include [8, 9].

1. British trade goods exemption from customs duty, tax, toll, etc.
2. The business of government to provide security for convoys Afshar
3. The behavior of government officials and governors of provinces Afshar and their support of the British commercial agents in Iran
4. Nader also pay dollars a year in revenues for the English had passed Bandar Abbas

Finally, Nader Shah was aware of the importance of the establishment of the Navy in the Caspian Sea to the English for a person named "Elton John" to serve in the army, the Elton became the title of a timeless beauty, But the Russian government to break the strong opposition against Elton and his work pay because the Russians would not be threatened by sea by naval rare why to put in Elton, from the Caspian Sea prohibited trade with England and the English merchants were expelled [4, 6] Nader Shah's goal of establishing a naval Caspian Turkmen prevent piracy on the east coast of the Caspian Sea as well as the suppression of Lezgi in the West Coast was the consolidation of the rule of the sea. But despite the fact that Elton was able to build a ship, after the death of Nadir Shah of Iran was killed in his internal conflict and rare intentions to establish a naval remained unfinished.

Zand period:

The year (1177 AH) (1763 AD), the English decided to resume business activities in Iran and at the same time as the great English East India Company established a consulate in Basra allowed. On this board, with two representatives named Darren Ford and Thomas William officers were negotiating with Karim Khan the delegation before meeting with the governor of Bushehr Saadoun al-Karim Khan signed the agreement as follows:

The contract includes 12 articles, 4 of which I can only describe it briefly:
1. English company to be anywhere else in the Persian Gulf port of Bushehr or any agency does business.
3. Religious freedom is granted to the English.
4. English wherever they are in the land should be allocated to the cemetery.

Since Karim Khan was willing to trade in Great Britain flourished is why the Muharram of the year (1177 AH), the contract is approved, Sir Percy Cox believes that this agreement is quite favorable conditions found by signing this contract represented England at Bushehr if behalf of a business entity as a political center in which to review the Arabic Persian Gulf sheikdoms coast also cast shadows. In the spring of the year (1181 AH) English to establish representative offices in different cities of Iran sent a delegation to the court, the lawyer was unhappy that their activities representative refused to accept it, but eventually insist ministers and advisors to the Board of Karim Khan received and represent the UK with promises and gifts from India and England in the UK trade demand finally, after five months of waiting, they were informed that Iran would leave as soon as possible. But when it comes to suppressing Khan Mir-Mahna and stop his activities needed to understand the British Navy was the English wanted to draw anyway favorably Khan offered troops and military cooperation with Karim Khan Zand, Mir-Mahna removed from Kharg Island to why contract year (1181 AH), the English East India Company was signed by Karim Khan and representative. The government promised that if Mir-Mahna drive from Kharg Island by the English trade monopoly in the island to give and the English Navy pledged to push Iran Mir Mohanna the place and also trade on the Silk Gilan Payapay and fabrics and wool Kashan be exchanged [10, 11]. Under the Agreement, the English fleet in July (1767 AD) (1181 AH) surrounded Kharg Island, but due to the lack of willingness to engage seriously Mohanna death penalty was and took the siege, Karim Khan upset and angry about the frailty English hard and in the following year Zaki Khan ordered to occupy Kharg Island, Zaki Khan Mir-Mahna managed to eject from Kharg Island Karim Khan fled to Basra and the British trade representative in Bushehr ordered to shut down and expel all Iranian nationals from Angaysy however, they were disappointed in the year (1187 AH) again sent a delegation to Iran to enter into conciliation [5, 7].

Results:

In the era of Nader Shah Afshar's UK business has several variations their main activities are accepted through representatives that sell goods in the north of considerable interest in their income, English trade in the southern regions than in northern areas were not successful after the death of Nadir Shah due to internal turmoil and its impact on business English and other foreign countries spread Zand dynasty during the reign of ups and downs during the Anglo-Iranian relations. As founder Karim Khan Zand dynasty and patriot patriotic personality So the idea was to reduce the dependence of foreigners. In this regard, cut benefits and interests on
top of her goals were foreigners, especially British however, the difficulties faced by Karim Khan. One of the most important obstacles in the beginning of his government was involved in them it was mir mahnaye rigi rebellion. Karim Khan, who was interested in bilateral trade with British English are offered to help him destroy Mir-Mahna
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